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Abstract—The RESTART method is an efficient algorithm
to estimate low probabilities by simulation. It forces a rare
event to be visited more frequently by splitting promising paths
at certain thresholds. The achievable speedup depends heavily
on the quality of the importance function, which controls the
splitting behavior. It is well-known from the literature that the
specification of a good importance function is a subtle task for
non-trivial systems. In this paper we present ideas that have the
potential to support finding an importance function for models
expressed as a stochastic Petri net. It is shown how the frequency
of a rare event of interest can be estimated a-priori to set the
number of thresholds close to its optimal value. A measure for the
distance between a current marking and the rare state is given
as well. Both contributions rely on an algebraic formulation of
the Petri net structure and use results for their further analysis
as a linear programming problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A well-known open issue in rare-event simulation with
the RESTART method [1] is the specification of a suitable
importance function [2], [3]. For general models, this still
requires expert knowledge both of the individual model and
the subtleties of RESTART, although considerable results have
been reported for special cases such as for one-dimensional
chains. Treatments of the theoretical background of RESTART
can be found in [4]–[6].
The goal of our work is directed towards variations of
RESTART allowing an implementation in a software tool for
users without background knowledge about the algorithm. As
the underlying model, we choose stochastic Petri nets [7]–
[9] in this paper, which represent a well-known model for
complex systems with synchronization, concurrency, and resource constraints. Ideally, any Petri net model containing a
performance measure influenced by a rare event should be
analyzable by a tool without additional information such as
importance function or number of thresholds.
The first implementation step in our software tool
TimeNET [10] for rare-event simulation was done by
Kelling [11], [12]. Later on, the algorithms were extended
to more general performance measures [13], and furthermore
to colored stochastic Petri nets [14]. Among others, the implementation has been applied to safety-critical train control
systems [15].
Other implementations of the RESTART technique include
SPNP [16] for stochastic Petri nets and ASTRO [1]. UltraSAN

supports stochastic activity networks, which are similar to
stochastic Petri nets, and offer importance sampling [17] as
well as stratified sampling [18].
There are several performance measure types that are hard
to estimate because of rare events. Standard questions found
in the literature derive the probability of a rare state, or the
probability of reaching a state before returning to the initial
state (set). In this paper we take a look at the expected number
of (rare) events instead, which means to derive a (very small)
transition throughput in a Petri net. This measure can be used
to assess the expected number of catastrophic events in the
design of a highly reliable system.
In the literature, it is generally accepted that specifying a
good importance function is a hard task. The goal of this paper
is to show that structural information contained in a (simple,
i.e., uncolored) Petri net model can be exploited to partially
parameterize a RESTART simulation. Linear algebraic techniques that are well-known in the Petri net community allow
to describe structure and behaviour with matrix equations [19].
Basic terminology of Petri nets and their rare-event simulation is recalled in the subsequent section. A method to
estimate the rare event frequency in a stochastis Petri net
model is presented in Section III. It uses structural model
information and is based on the bounds technique proposed by
Campos et. al. [20]. Prior knowledge of rare event probability
magnitude is crucial when defining thresholds to improve
RESTART efficiency [2].
Section IV shows how a heuristic importance function based
on the estimated number of transition firings from the current
state (marking) to the rare event can be automatically derived.
A lower bound for the length of the remaining firing sequence
to a state of interest can be obtained from a linear algebraic
formulation of the Petri net. Related work for the touched two
topics is covered in Sections III and IV. Finally, conlusions
and acknowledgements are given.
II. R ARE -E VENT S IMULATION OF
S TOCHASTIC P ETRI N ETS
A Stochastic Petri net can be formally defined as a tuple
SPN = (P, T, Pre, Post, Λ, W, m0 )

with the elements described in the following (additional details
like immediate transitions, inhibitor arcs, transition priorities
etc. are intentionally ignored here for simplicity).
P is the set of places, which may contain tokens and thus
constitute the state variables of the Petri net. The marking m
of the Petri net associates a (non-negative integer) number of
tokens to each place m : P → N, and denotes the state of
the underlying stochastic process. The marking can also be
viewed as a vector of natural numbers with the size of the
number of places.

m ∈ N|P | = m(p1 ), m(p2 ), . . . , m(p|P | )
We denote by M = {m | ∀p ∈ P : m(p) ∈ N} the set of all
theoretically possible markings of a Petri net.
T represents the set of transitions. Obviously, a node of a
Petri net may either be a place or transition (T ∩ P = ∅), and
a net should not be empty T ∪ P 6= ∅.
Pre : P × T → N describes the multiplicities (or cardinalities) of the input arcs that connect places to transitions. If
there is no input arc connecting place pi to transition tj , then
Pre(pi , tj ) = 0. Similarly, Post : P × T → N denotes the
multiplicities of output arcs connecting transitions to places.
The delay Λ of a transition specifies the time that a transition
needs to be enabled before it fires. The delay is defined by
a probability distribution function that describes the possibly
random delay time. It can be zero for immediate transitions.
W maps each immediate transition to a real number, which
is interpreted as the firing weight and used to derive relative
probabilities in conflict solving.
m0 denotes the initial marking of the model. Because m0
is a marking, it is of the form m0 : P → N.
The set of input and output places of a transition t is defined
by the subsets of places p ∈ P for which Pre(p, t) > 0 or
Post(p, t) > 0, respectively.
The pre- and post-incidence (or backward and forward
incidence) functions of a Petri net, Pre and Post, map pairs
of transitions and places to the respective arc cardinality. Both
Pre and Post can be interpreted as matrices with dimension
|P | × |T | containing natural numbers. The token flow or (or
incidence) matrix C captures the flows of tokens between
transitions and places, and can be obtained from the incidence
matrices as C = Post − Pre. Thus, C(p, t) stores the change
of tokens in p when t is fired.
The dynamics of a Petri net are defined as follows. A
transition t is said to be enabled in a marking m if there
are enough tokens available in each of its input places:
∀p ∈ P : m(p) ≥ Pre(p, t). Whenever a transition becomes
newly enabled, a remaining firing time (RFT) is randomly
drawn from its associated firing time distribution. The RFTs
of all enabled transitions decrease with identical speed until
one of them reaches zero (race enabling semantics).
The fastest transition (in case of multiple ones, a probabilistic choice decides) will fire, and change the current marking
m to a new one m0 by removing the necessary number of
tokens from the input places and adding tokens to output

t
places. We denote this by m −→
m0 with ∀p ∈ P : m0 (p) =
m(p) + C(p, t).
t
If ∃t ∈ T : m −→
m0 , we say that m0 is directly reachable
from m. A finite firing sequence of length k starting in a
marking m is an ordered sequence of transitions t1 . . . tk
tk
t2
t1
mk . The set RS (m0 ) of all
. . . −→
m1 −→
such that m −→
reachable markings of a Petri net from a given initial marking
m0 can be derived iteratively: Denote RS [0] (m0 ) = {m0 },
i.e., with a zero-length firing sequence only the marking itself
is “reachable”. The set of markings reachable by a firing
sequence with length not greater than i + 1 can then be
iteratively defined:

RS [i+1] (m0 ) = RS [i] (m0 ) ∪
t
{m0 | ∃m ∈ RS [i] (m0 ), t ∈ T : m −→
m0 }

Finally, RS (m0 ) = limi=0...∞ RS [i] (m0 ), although we restrict ourselves to finite state spaces in which RS (m0 ) is the
fixed point of the step RS [i] (m0 ) → RS [i+1] (m0 ).
The RESTART Algorithm
A simulation algorithm estimates the value of a performance
measure. Typical elements of such measures can be the
specified using the concept of rewards [21]. Rate rewards are
associated with states of the stochastic process, and gained
over time with a certain rate. An example is the cost of a
machine when it is active. On the other hand, impulse rewards
are earned or paid when a certain event is executed. This can
be used, e.g., to model the revenue for a finished part when
the associated transition fires.
It is clear that the estimation of all types of rewards may
suffer from a rare event situation. In the literature, most
of the approaches describe rare-event simulation techniques
for either the question of how probable a rare state is in
steady state (a rate reward), or what the probability is that
the stochastic process visits a rare state before returning to
the set of “normal” (initial) states. Less attention (at least
explicitly) has been paid to impulse rewards, although they
may be sped up similarly [13]. In this paper we only consider
impulse rewards in the Petri net setting, i.e., the question of
how often a transition will fire on average in steady-state.
Thus we assume that the goal of a simulation is to estimate
the throughput (or firing frequency) γ of a transition trare that
only fires rarely. Let the set of all reachable states of a model
be denoted by RS 0 = RS ⊆ M , and the initial state of the
system by m0 as usual.
A standard simulation would require a very long run time
until trare has been fired sufficiently often to estimate γ. The
idea of importance splitting techniques in general is to let trare
happen more frequently by concentrating on promising paths
in the reachability set. A standard simulation would usually
deviate from these and take paths leading “away” from regions
of the reachability set that would enable trare . If we can find
a measure of “how far away” from enabling trare a marking
is, it becomes possible to decide which paths are more likely
to succeed and should be followed more frequently. Such a

measure can often be deduced from the actual application:
rare failures may be the result of a continuous wear-and-tear,
and unavailability or losses because of blocking happen after a
buildup in buffers. Corresponding regions of the state set with
increasing probability of reaching trare can then be defined.
The samples resulting from such a guided simulation have to
be corrected by the ratio w.r.t. the probability that the path
would have been taken in a standard simulation to avoid a
bias.
Formally, define L regions RS 1 . . . RS L of the overall state
space RS 0 such that all markings enabling trare are included
in RS L and

Importance Function
The RESTART simulation algorithm must be able to detect
for each entered state, to which region RS i it belongs.
Technically, this is implemented using an importance function
fI [2], [3] which returns a real value for each state. The value
fI (m) ∈ R should estimate how close to the event (or state)
of interest the current marking is. Guidelines on how to choose
such a function are given in [5].
A set of thresholds (denoted by Thr i ∈ R, i = 1 . . . L)
divides the range of importance values such that the state set
RS i can be obtained for a state2 .
∀i ∈ {0 . . . L}

RS L ⊂ RS L−1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ RS 1 ⊂ RS 0
The conditional probabilities P{RS i+1 | RS i } are much easier to estimate than γ because each one of them is not rare
if the RS i are chosen properly. The measure of interest can
then be obtained with the product of the conditionals, when
γ(RS i ) denotes the transition throughput if only markings of
RS i are considered1 .
γ = γ(RS L )

L−1
Y

P{RS i+1 | RS i }

i=0

An importance splitting simulation measures the conditional
probability of reaching a state out of set RS i+1 after starting
in RS i by a Bernoulli trial. If RS i+1 is hit, the entering state
is stored and the simulation trial is split into Ri+1 trials (the
splitting factors). The simulation follows each of the trials to
see whether RS i+2 is hit and so on. A trial starting at RS i is
canceled after leaving RS i if it did not hit RS i+1 . Simulation
of paths inside RS 0 and RS L is not changed.
An estimator of γ using R0 independent replications is
then [16], [22]
RL−1
R0
X
X
γ(RS L )
...
1i 1i i . . . 1i0 i1 ...iL−1
γ
b=
R0 R1 . . . RL−1 i =1 i =1 0 0 1
0

L−1

if we denote by 1i0 i1 ...ij the result of the Bernoulli trial at
stage j, which is either 1 or 0 depending on its success.
Several variants of RESTART have been considered in the
literature [23]. We follow the approach taken in [11], [16],
which can be characterized as fixed splitting and global step
according to [23]. The first aspect corresponds to the number
of trials into which a path is split when it reaches a region
closer to the event of interest. The second issue governs the
sequence in which the different trials are executed. Global step
has the advantage to store fewer intermediate simulation states.
An estimator for steady-state measures in a RESTART
implementation needs correction factors that take into account
the splitting. We adopt the method of [16], where weights
are maintained during the simulation run, which capture the
relative importance of the current path elegantly. Whenever
our transition of interest trare fires during the simulation run,
its impulse reward value is multiplied by the current weight of
the run and accumulated in an intermediate reward variable.
1 Obviously

P{RS 0 } = 1.

m ∈ RS i

:

Thr i+1 > Thr i

⇐⇒

fI (m) ≥ Thr i

Setting of threshold values is discussed below. We say that
the simulation is in a level i if the current state m belongs to
RS i \ RS i+1 .
Level (m) = i ⇐⇒ Thr i ≤ fI (m) < Thr i+1

(1)

The reduction in computation time results from estimating
the conditional probabilities P{RS i+1 | RS i }, which are not
rare if the sets RS i are selected properly. Even more computational effort is saved by discarding paths that leave a set RS i ,
and which are therefore deemed unsuccessful. The speedup
is optimal when the importance is equal for all states on the
boundaries of regions [2]. Under simplifying assumptions, this
is achieved if the sets are chosen such that [24]

P{RS i+1

1
L = − ln(P{A})
2
| RS i } = e−2
1
Ri ≈
= e2
P{RS i+1 | RS i }

Later results of the same authors recommend an alternative
setting such that P{RS i+1 | RS i } = 1/2, if it is possible to
set the thresholds dense enough [6]. It should be noted that the
optimal conditional probabilities as well as number of retrials
do not depend on the model.
The numbers of retrials Ri can only be set approximately,
because they have to be natural numbers. Apart from that, the
optimal setting of the RESTART parameters for a given model
and performance measure is not trivial. The first problem is
that, following the equations above, the final result needs
to be known before the simulation has been started. The
second problem is how the importance function and especially
the thresholds should be set. The problem of finding good
thresholds is e.g. discussed in [5], [16]. Finally, even if the
optimal settings are known, the model structure might require
to set them differently.
However, even if the optimal efficiency might not be reached
easily, experiences show that the technique works robustly for
a wide range of applications [4], [6]. If it is at least possible
to specify the optimal number of thresholds, they should be
2 We

assume Thr 0 = −∞ and Thr L+1 = ∞ here to simplify notation.

set such that every P{RS i+1 | RS i } is as close as possible to
e−2 (or 1/2 following [4]).
The advantage of RESTART compared to standard simulation actually increases for lower probabilities of visiting
RS L (and thus smaller γ), and speedups of several orders of
magnitude have been reported. Formulas for the asymptotical
speedup to be achieved with a RESTART simulation using
optimal parameters are derived in [4], [6].
Application of the RESTART method is restricted by two
problems: how many levels should be chosen, and what
is a useful importance function? Preferably, both questions
should be answered automatically by a future software tool
implementation. The number of levels depends on the unkown
value of P{RS L } or γ. The following two sections present
ideas to tackle these issues in a Petri net setting.
III. A-P RIORI E STIMATION OF
R ARE E VENT F REQUENCIES
The computation of approximated quantitative values of
stochastic Petri nets can be done through several techniques,
e.g. response time approximation [25], [26], where relatively
accurate results are achieved with a computational effort that
is still high. The goal of most approximation techniques is
not a faster computation, but to cope with models that are
too complex to be analyzed exactly. A first estimate of a
probability in the rare event simulation context is obtained
with a backward simulation for the simple case of finite-state
Markov chains [2].
For certain classes of Petri nets, efficient algorithms based
on linear programming problems (LPP) exist for the computation of upper and lower bounds of performance measures [27].
In the following, we denote with χ+ [ti ] and χ− [ti ] the upper
and lower bound of the real throughput χ[ti ] of transition ti
(γ = χ[trare ]) in steady state.
The basis of an algebraic treatment of Petri nets is their
incidence matrix C and state equation. If we denote by σ ∈
N|T | a vector that counts for each transition t of the Petri net
the number of firings that occurred in some firing sequence
starting at the initial marking m0 , the finally reached marking
m is given by the state equation m = m0 + C · σ [19].
There are two important types of linear invariants that can
be obtained from the state equation. A vector y is called a
P-flow3 iff
−→

y·C = 0

y·m = y·m0 +y·C·σ = y·m0 = constant

because the weighted sum of tokens specified by y for every
reachable marking m is constant (see e.g. [19]).
Non-trivial and non-negative P-flows (i.e. if y ≥ 0) are
called P-semiflows. They correspond to conservative parts of
a model, where tokens are neither lost nor created.
It is possible to derive transition invariants similar to place
invariants: A vector x ∈ N|T | is called a T-flow if the following
equation holds.
C·x=0
3 Sometimes

−→

m0 = m + C · x = m

informally called Place invariant in the literature.

A non-negative, non-trivial T-flow is called T-semiflow, and describes multi sets of transitions that, when fired in a sequence,
always lead back to the first marking. This does however not
guarantee that such a sequence is in fact always executable.
P- and T-semiflows are said to be minimal if there is no
smaller P-semiflow. An alternative condition is that there is
no other semiflow of the same type that has a strictly smaller
support. The set of minimal semiflows is unique for a model;
it represents the basis of a vector space containing all P- or
T-semiflows. Efficient algorithm for their computations exist,
see e.g. [19], [28], [29].
Performance bounds can be derived with the following
method for any kind of Petri net, but they are more exact
if the models are restricted to the class of FRT-nets (short for
freely related T-semiflows). Informally, this requires mainly
that if there are transitions in conflict, the probabilities of
firing each of them can be computed from the net structure.
Hence conflicts are only allowed between transitions that are
in equal conflict relation, that is, their pre-incidence function
is the same: Pre[·, ti ] = Pre[·, tk ]. Additionally, there must
not be different T-semiflows for which the relative throughput
cannot be computed from the net structure.
Conflicts are restricted to immediate transitions for the
implemented algorithm, which can be achieved for most net
structures. Moreover, the net has to be structurally bounded
and structurally life, which should be the case for most correctly modeled systems; and timed transitions are considered
as having infinite server firing semantic (single server behavior
can be emulated by adding a few elements).
First, routing rates at conflict of the Petri net system are
derived for all pairs of transitions ti , tj which are in conflict
(denoted by EC(ti , tj )).
∀ti , tj ∈ T : EC(ti , tj ) if

Pre(ti ) = Pre(tj )

The relation is an equivalence relation, which divides the
set of transitions T into a set of nonempty sets T1 . . . Tk of
transitions which have no common elements and together form
the set T . Every transition t belongs to exactly one of the sets
Ti .
The relative visit ratios v(1) [ti ] of transitions are computed
in the following, denoting the number of times that transition
ti fires in steady-state in relation to transition t1 :
r2 v[t1 ] − r1 v[t2 ]
r3 v[t2 ] − r2 v[t3 ]
∀Ti , ∀t1 . . . tk ∈ Ti :
...
rk v[tk−1 ] − rk−1 v[tk ]

=
=

0
0

=

0

(2)

where rk denotes the relative routing rate at conflict of
transition tk . These rates are given in the model definition
for the immediate transitions by their weights (relative firing
probabilities). They are computed iteratively following
r1 = 1; ri+1 = ri

W (ti+1 )
W (ti)

(3)

Because of the definition of the FRT net class all transitions
are a member of a T-semiflow, and all T-semiflows are related

by relative visiting rates set by the conflict probabilities. The
vector of visit ratios v(1) is therefore uniquely defined.
The homogeneous system of linear equations can be expressed in matrix form as R[Ti ] · v(1) = 0 where R[Ti ] is a
|Ti | × |T | matrix and combined to the routing matrix R:


R[T1 ]


..
(4)
R=

.
R[Tn ]
The information that transitions belonging to the same Tsemiflow need to have corresponding visit ratios is added
by extending the routing matrix R by the token flow matrix
C. This results in the following system of linear equations
normalized for transition t1 :


C
· v(1) = 0, v(1) [t1 ] = 1
(5)
R
Solving this system of equations results in the visit ratios
of all transitions of the net with respect to transition t1 .
Little’s Law can be applied to each subnet of a model that
consists of a timed transition t1 and (one of its) input place(s)
p. We denote in the following by m[p] the mean number of
tokens in place p, the average token waiting (or residence)
time in p by r[p], and by χ[t1 ] the throughput of transition t1 .
Applying Little’s Law to such a subnet leads to
m[p]

=

(Pre[p, ·] · χ) r[p]

= Pre[p, t1 ] χ[t1 ] r[p]

χ[tj ]
= v(1) [tj ],
χ[t1 ]

and since Γ[t1 ] χ[tj ] =
Γ[t1 ] m[p] ≥

m
X

Pre[p, tj ] v(1) [tj ] s[tj ]
(1)

We define average service demands D relative to transition
t1 as
(1)
D [ti ] = v(1) [ti ] s[ti ]
(14)
By multiplying the visit ratio with the service demand of a
transition, a measure of the relative workload of the transition
corresponds to the service demand, which can be expressed in
matrix form (Eq. (13))
Γ[t1 ] m ≥ Pre · D

Γ[t1 ] ≥

m[p] = r[p] = 0

(8)

It is obvious that the mean token waiting time r[p] in place
p is at least as long as the mean service time s of the output
transition t1 (which is given by its firing delay specification
Λ).
r[p] ≥ s[t1 ]
(9)
leading to
m[p] ≥ Pre[p, t1 ] χ[t1 ] s[t1 ]

(10)

Pre[p, tj ] = 0 for j 6= 1 holds because there are no
conflicting timed transitions. Thus
m[p] ≥

m
X

Pre[p, tj ] χ[tj ] s[tj ]

(11)

j=1

Multiplication with the average interfiring time (the inverse of
the throughput) Γ[t1 ] = 1/χ[t1 ] results in
Γ[t1 ] m[p] ≥

m
X
j=1

Pre[p, tj ] Γ[t1 ] χ[tj ] s[tj ]

(12)

(15)

y · Pre · D
y · m0
y∈{P-semiflows}

(1)

max

(16)

The search for a lower bound in Eq. (16) can be formulated
as a fractional programming problem:
(1)

Γ[t1 ] = maximum
subject to

The equation also holds for immediate transitions, because
both firing time (and thus token waiting time) as well as
marking is zero then.

(1)

Following the definition and properties of P-semiflows [28]
we know that y · m = y · m0 for all markings m of the Petri
net reachable from the initial marking m0 . It can be concluded
that for the average marking y · m = y · m0 holds. Using this
together with Eq. (15) results in a lower bound for the average
interfiring time of transition t1 :

(6)
(7)

(13)

j=1

y · Pre · D
y · m0
y·C = 0
1·y > 0
y ≥ 0

(17)

which can be rewritten because for life systems y · m0 > 0
holds:
(1)
Γ[t1 ] = maximum y · Pre · D
subject to
y·C = 0
(18)
y · m0 = 1
y ≥ 0
where y is a P-semiflow and C denotes the token flow
(incidence) matrix. Equation (18) constitutes a standard linear
programming problem (LPP) which can be solved efficiently
in practice. An interpretation of the LPP is to search for the
“slowest subsystem” among the ones defined by P-semiflows
in isolation, similar to a bottleneck analysis.
Throughput upper bounds χ+ can now be computed from
the mean interfiring time Γ[t1 ] of t1
χ+ [t1 ] =

1
Γ[t1 ]

(19)

The bounds for all other transitions are directly calculated from
the result and the relative corresponding visit ratios.
χ+ [ti ] = χ+ [t1 ] v(1) [ti ]

(20)

A pessimistic upper bound for the average interfiring rate
of transition t1 is computed by assuming that the worst case

for firing this transition again is after having fired all other
transitions the number of times that their visit ratio specifies:
X (1)
X
D [t]
(21)
Γ[t1 ] ≤
v(1) [t] s[t] =
t∈T

t∈T

which leads to obvious lower bounds χ− for the transition
throughputs:
χ− [t1 ]

1

=
P

t∈T

χ− [tj ]

(1)

D

(22)
[t]

= χ− [t1 ] v(1) [tj ]

(23)

Upper and lower bounds of transition throughputs can be used
to estimate throughput values of transitions with a weighted
sum.
χ[ti ] ≈ αχ− [ti ] + (1 − α)χ+ [ti ]
Based on such an estimation, a roughly correct splitting
factor and number of levels is chosen below.
IV. A H EURISTIC I MPORTANCE F UNCTION
FOR S TOCHASTIC P ETRI N ETS
While a good importance function for a splitting simulation can be found for special cases with some background
knowledge, it would be hard to give model-level rules for the
general case. Although the RESTART method can be used
with a “black box” simulation model, the importance function
can only be defined with some information about the model
(and understanding of its behavior). If we restrict ourselves to
stochastic Petri nets as the base model, we may still not know
what the model describes, but we can apply Petri net analysis
results to derive an importance function.
Recall that the regions RS 1 . . . RS L try to capture states
from which it is equally likely to arrive at the rare state
of interest. An obvious heuristic to organize states of any
stochastic discrete-event system into these regions depends on
how many state transitions are necessary to reach the state
(or event) of interest. In Petri net terms, we are interested in
the number of transition firings that are necessary to reach
any mrare that will enable the transition of interest trare
from a given current state m. This can of course only be
an approximate heuristic as it does not take into account
transition firing delays Λ(t. ), which may influence the actual
probabilities to reach the rare marking significantly. In this
paper, however, we only consider the structural information.
Formally, we would like to derive the length k of the shortest
firing sequence of transitions t1 . . . tk that will lead from our
current marking m to any marking out of Mrare = {m ∈ M |
∀p ∈ P : m(p) ≥ Pre(p, trare )}, which enable trare .
We define the state distance δ [30] between two markings
(called shortest path distance in [31])


δ(m, m0 ) = n ⇐⇒ m0 ∈ RS [n] (m0 ) \ RS [n−1] (m0 )
For completeness, the distance is set to infinity if the state
is not reachable: δ(m, m0 ) = ∞ ⇐⇒ m0 ∈
/ RS (m).

Following the notation in [31], this distance metric is extended to conditions ψ, i.e., Boolean expressions on markings
ψ : M → {True, False}:
δ(m, ψ) = min { δ(m, m0 ) | m ∈ M, ψ(m0 ) = True }
Obvioulsy, the first marking-based distance specification is
then just a special case.
Setting ψ as ∀p ∈ P : m(p) ≥ Pre(p, trare ) will then result
in δ(m, ψ) specifying the shortest distance to enable trare .4
Computing exact state distances is similar to the general
issue of reachability, and search algorithms based on the
reachability graph could be used just like it is, for instance,
done in model checking. As long as the reachability graph
is small enough to be completely derived and stored, the
distances δ could be analyzed and stored a-priori.
Such a solution is a side result of the algorithm presented in [30]. The authors describe an efficient algorithm for
the reachability graph generation using a novel edge-valued
multiple-valued decision diagram. A token distance matrix
describing the shortest firing sequence lengths δ(m0 , m) to
enable any node m when starting from the initial state m0
is derived on the fly. This distance is interesting to discuss
exploration strategies for the reachability graph. A very efficient fixed-point algorithm generates and stores the exact
distances from the initial marking to all reachable states, on
the fly together with the actual RG generation. This algorithm
could be extended to compute the distances from every state.
However, (exact) solutions based on a reachability graph
search are not useful if the reachability graph is too large to
be handled, which is one of the reasons to apply simulation instead of a numerical analysis. Moreover, its computational cost
both in memory and time depends on the size of the complete
underlying stochastic process. A hybrid combination in cases
where simulation is used only because of non-memoryless
delay distributions, while the state space is manageable and
the distances could be completely computed a-priori and used
during the RESTART simulation, could be an interesting future
task. In this paper, however, we focus on heuristics that can
be derived from the Petri net structure and do not require a
state space exploration.
Let h(m, ψ) denote a heuristic estimate of δ(m, ψ). To be
useful for a heuristic search, it should comply with some basic
properties. Following the notation in [31], h is admissible (or
optimistic) if ∀m ∈ M : h(m, ψ) ≤ δ(m, ψ), i.e., it never
overestimates the actual distance. Furthermore it is monotone
if for each marking m0 directly reachable from m holds
t
m −→
m0 −→ h(m0 , ψ) − h(m, ψ) ≤ 1

Monotone heuristics with
∀m ∈ M : ψ(m) = True −→ h(m, ψ) = 0
are admissible [31].
4 Reachable sets RS [i] and distance δ could have been defined based on
a finally enabled rare transition trare alternatively, but the chosen way of
description can be used for both (sub-)markings and transitions, and maps
better to the later linear algebraic approach.

The authors of [31] present some heuristics for shortest
paths in Petri nets. The first is based on a simple Hamming distance, while another one uses subnet refinements but requires
a coverability graph analysis for the subnet(s). A deadlock
search heuristic is also presented.
For restricted classes of Petri nets the state distance can be
derived much easier. Shortest paths are derived from the net
structure in polynomial time in [32] for 1-bounded nets, i.e.,
in which there must not be more than one token in a place in
each marking. The method ignores input arcs of transitions and
checks how many transitions must fire to mark a place. This
idea is similar to planning approaches in artificial intelligence
applications.
For the restricted subclass of homogeneous synchronized
choice Petri nets, reachability is directly decidable in polynomial time based on a structural representation, and the shortest
firing sequence can be derived exactly [33].
For life and safe extended free-choice nets (and similar other
Petri net subclasses), lower and upper bounds for shortest
paths between markings are proved in [34]. However, as the
bounds depend on the overall number of transitions and are not
marking-specific, they cannot be used as a distance heuristic.
Building on an algebraic description of Petri nets, a new
distance heuristic is proposed in Equation 24. Just like for the
bounds in Section III, a lower bound for the distance can be
derived with the solution of a linear programming problem
containing model properties as restrictions.
minimize h(m, ψ)
subject to
m0
x
m0
ψ(m0 )

= x1
= m + Cx
≥ 0
≥ 0
= True

(24)

The minimized result in the first equation counts the number
of transition firings by multiplying a firing vector x by a vector
of ones with corresponding size. The second equation contains
the state (or marking) equation, and the third and fourth ensure
that only nonnegative number of firings or tokens are allowed.
Finally, the individual condition ψ must hold in the reached
marking(s). For the case of the distance to enable transition
trare it would be m(m0 ) ≥ Pre(m0 , trare ).5
This heuristic will not be exact, but result in a lower bound
of the distance: There is no guarantee that the transition multi
set described by the firing count vector x in the LPP will
be fireable in a sequence. This usually happens because of
priorities or inhibitor arcs, as they are not part of the structural
description and reduce the reachability graph.
Admissibility:
Obviously, h(mrare , ψ) = 0 holds if ψ(mrare ) = True with
m = mrare and x = (0, . . . , 0)T .
The heuristic is monotone as well: Select any two markt
ings that are directly reachable m −→
m0 , and assume that
0
h(m , ψ) = n. Then there must be a firing count vector x0
5 In cases like these, the fourth equation is not necessary, as it is included
in the last one.

with n = x0 1 and mrare = m0 + C x0 . Because m0 is directly
reachable from m by firing t we know that m0 = m+C(., t).
Thus a firing count vector x that is incremented for the fired
transition t can be found, such that
 0
x (ti ) + 1 if ti = t
∀ti ∈ T : x(ti ) =
x0 (ti )
else
which will solve the state equation mrare = m + C x and for
which holds x 1 + 1 = x0 1. Therefore, the heuristic h(m, ψ)
will be n + 1 at most. It could also be n in cases where a
shorter firing sequence exists that does not visit m0 . It thus
follows that the heuristic is admissible. 
Applying the method to the initial marking m0 , we estimate
the maximum possible number of levels by hmax = h(m0 , ψ)
with the condition ψ set to m(m0 ) ≥ Pre(m0 , trare ) as stated
earlier.
Based on the distance heuristic and frequency estimation,
we can now define an importance function fI for stochastic
Petri nets:
fI (m) = hmax − h(m, ψ)
This function will start with value zero at the initial marking,
and gradually increases until hmax for states in which the
condition holds. Please note that there are of course cases
in which other markings in the Petri net exist for which the
distance of m0 and thus hmax is exceeded; however, these
markings will then all belong to the same splitting region as
m0 and no further splitting will be done “below”. This means
that also the initial marking should be chosen with care to
allow a maximum of regions.
Splitting probabilities pk = P{RS k | RS k−1 } should be
equal and chosen between 1/2 and e−2 (c.f. Section II),
leading to an optimal number of tresholds Lopt = lnlnpγk .
For an example case of γ = 10−20 , this would result in
23 < L < 66 levels and thresholds, depending on the selected
optimality assumption. The number of desired levels may thus
be easily greater than an available maximum, thus we set
L = min(Lopt , hmax ) to have unique thresholds.
It remains to set the levels, which is done equidistantly as
we have no better heuristic information.


hmax
Thr i = i
L
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper presented two ideas to simplify the search for
a good importance function when a stochastic Petri net is
simulated using the RESTART method. Using results based
on an algebraic formulation of the Petri net structure, an
a-priori estimation of rare event frequencies as well as a
distance measure from a rare state have been presented. The
first estimate helps to set a near-optimal number of splitting
thresholds, while the second result can be used as a rough
guideline for the importance function.
In the future, we plan to implemented the ideas in our
tool TimeNET, which will then allow to assess the achievable
speedup for application examples.

An open question to be investigated is how well a distance
measure that uses only structural information will guide a
simulation path whose “rareness” depends on transition firing
times as well. In addition to that it is necessary to check
the actual computational effort of the heuristics to select a
proper tradeoff between importance function computation and
the actual rare-event simulation.
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